ABSTRACT In this paper, the fundamental problem for the full-duplex communication systems, i.e., selfinterference cancellation (SIC), is investigated, and a novel digital-domain SIC method based on blind source separation is proposed. This method achieves SIC by separation and has two prominent characteristics that are: 1) it is a blind method, and no training sequence or time is needed and 2) it is unaffected by the nonlinear components of the self-interference signal. Meanwhile, the critical factors for spectral efficiency (SE) are fully analyzed herein. In the simulations, the performances of the proposed method, including SIC capacity, signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio, SE, and SE gain, are comprehensively evaluated and compared with least-square-based SIC algorithms. These results show that the proposed algorithm can obtain considerable performances, even the best performance in some cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the potential of doubling the spectral efficiency (SE) comparing to traditional half-duplex (HD) communication, full-duplex (FD) communication has received considerable interest or attention among researchers [1] - [5] . In addition, the increasingly intense contradiction between limited spectral resources and increasing spectral demands makes it more and more imminent to improve SE. In this situations, the FD communication is obviously a very appealing prospect. Therefore, it is considered as a candidate technology for 5G [6] - [8] , i.e., the next generation mobile communication network.
The fundamental problem for FD communication system is self-interference (SI) caused by the operation of transmitting and receiving on same band simultaneously, i.e., local transmitted signal will couple back and leak to local receiver. Generally, SI signal may be nearly 60-100 dB stronger than the signal of interest (SoI) at receiver input, which would badly deteriorate the performance of FD communication system if without effective self-interference cancellation (SIC). Intuitively, SI signal can be easily cancelled by directly subtracting the transmitted signal from the received signal, as it comes from the local transmitter and is available to the receiver. However, the practical situation is that the effects of components within transceiver and coupling channel between transmitter and receiver should be completely taken into consideration to achieve a sufficient SIC [9] - [11] . These make SIC be a challenging issue.
SIC can be implemented mainly in three domains: propagation-domain, analog-circuit-domain, and digitaldomain [3] , [5] , [12] - [14] . The propagation-domain SIC technologies include various antenna-based cancellation methods [15] - [17] , duplexer [4] , [5] , [18] , etc. These methods exploit special antenna deployments or structures to attenuate SI signal. The analog-circuit-domain SIC try to cancel SI signal in analog receive-chain circuitry by subtracting a predicted or regenerated SI signal from received signal before it is digitized [5] , [10] , [19] , [20] . The predicted SI signal can be generated by tapping the radio-frequency (RF) signal transmitted by local transmitter antenna, or by tapping the transmitted digital baseband signal and then converting to RF signal. The digital-domain SIC is carried out after analog-digital-converter (ADC), and many digital signal processing technologies [10] , [21] - [24] can be utilized. In the digital-domain SIC, an equivalent discrete-time coupling channel is estimated to regenerate a digital SI signal. And then, the regenerated SI signal will be subtracted from the digital received signal. In general, any domain of SIC is inadequate to cancel SI signal down to an acceptable level for FD communication, they must be cascaded together to provide a joint SIC. In this paper, we mainly focus on the digital-domain SIC.
Traditional linear processing methods can only cancel the linear component of SI signal. However, it is not sufficient, as the residual nonlinear components of SI signal can still cause a serious interference to SoI due to its significantly higher power. The nonlinear components of SI signal are primarily caused by non-idealities of components within communication system. As analyzed in [11] , the non-idealities mainly include nonlinear distortion of power amplifier (PA), impairment of I/Q mixer, phase noise of oscillators, quantization noise of ADC, etc. Many literatures have investigated the cancellation of nonlinear SI and greatly increase SIC capacity. As in [22] , the I/Q imaging component caused by I/Q mixer is fully considered and a widely-linear SIC method is proposed. Overall considering nonlinear distortion of PA and I/Q mismatch of I/Q mixer, a complete digital cancellation method is developed in [25] , this method further improves the SIC capacity.
Although, lots of methods have verified the good performance of SIC, the costs are relatively high. Some of them [22] , [25] , [36] need an extra calibration or training period to estimate SI channel, which really leads to a loss of SE, as no SoI is transmitted in this period. And, for some methods [27] that don't need calibration or training period, they simply treat SoI as an additive noise when estimating SI channel, which actually increases estimation variance and results in degradation of SIC capacity. Even more serious is that these methods may impair or attenuate SoI, because they only concentrate on the cancellation of SI signal rather than the recovery of SoI. That means more SIC not directly equal higher SE. The critical factors for SE will be fully analyzed in this paper.
Blind source separation (BSS) [28] - [32] is viewed as a powerful interference cancellation method, due to its ability of separating the mixture of signals that are non-Gaussian and mutually independent. That provides a completely new idea and horizon for SIC. As SI signal and SoI come from different transmitters and are non-Gaussian too, the preconditions for BSS are naturally satisfied, these provide a possibility for exploiting BSS method to perform the SIC for FD communication system. More attractive are that: a) BSS approach achieves SIC by separating rather than subtracting the regenerated SI signal, that can well maintain the integrality of SoI; b) it needs no extra training period, which avoids additional SE loss. As in [26] , BSS is employed to SIC and achieves good performance. However, it needs an extra auxiliary receiver chain to offset the effect of nonlinear components of SI signal meanwhile satisfy the determined condition of BSS. As we know, smaller size [12] is also a pursuit for the device design of FD communication system. The extra auxiliary receiver chain is seemingly an expensive cost.
In this paper, a new BSS-based digital-domain SIC method is proposed for FD communication system with shared antenna. This method needs no extra auxiliary receiver chain, it just resorts to oversampling technology [33] to subtly transform the underdetermined mixing of signals into a determined mixing for facilitating the implementation of BSS. And, during separation, SI signal is equivalently treated as an independent source that makes this method be unaffected by the non-idealities of components within system. These guarantee predictable performances.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, the frame structures of FD communication system along with the signal models are first introduced. Next, two least square (LS)-based contrast algorithms and the proposed algorithm are presented in section III. And the critical factors for SE are fully analyzed in section IV. Then, the performances for the three SIC algorithms including SIC capacity, signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), SE and SE gain are evaluated and compared in section V. Finally, the conclusions are made in section VI.
II. FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND RECEIVED SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, the frame structures of FD communication system with shared antenna (i.e., the transmitter and receiver simultaneously use the same antenna via a 3-port circulator) are first described. And, the three domains SIC are overall employed in the system. Then, the effects of components with non-idealities on signal are elaborated. Finally, the SI signal and the received signal are accordingly modeled.
A. FULL-DUPLEX COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , there is a simplified block diagram for a FD communication system with shared antenna, where the transmitter and receiver work on the same band simultaneously.
In the transmitter, local digital baseband signal Tb enters digital-analog-converter (DAC) and is converted into an analog signal. Then, the analog signal is up-converted to RF by I/Q mixer. The I/Q mismatch within the I/Q mixer may cause a generation of additional imaging component of the input signal. Meanwhile, there may come additional phase noise when the transmitter and receiver use different oscillators. After that, signal is amplified by PA. Due to the non-ideality of PA, there produces many nonlinear components, i.e., the high-order terms of its input signal. And then, the signal enters the circulator and couples with the antenna for space propagation. As completed isolation is impossible, a leakage of the local transmitted signal through the circulator will enter the receiver chain and cause interference. The internal antenna reflection due to impedance mismatch between the isolator and antenna can also cause an interference to receiver. Another interference comes from the external reflections of transmitted signal from closely-located objects. All these form the final SI signal and enter the receiver chain.
In the receiver, the received signal (including the SI signal) continuously enters low-noise-amplifier (LNA) for power amplifying, I/Q mixer for down-converting to baseband, and analog-digital-converter (ADC) for converting to digital domain. In addition to additional noise caused by LNA, there are also some non-idealities in the receiver chain as in the transmitter chain. Certainly, some other components, e.g., shaping filter, low-pass-filter, band-pass-filter, and variable gain amplifier (VGA), are practically included in the FD communication system. And, they also are non-ideal, however, their negative effects can be negligible comparing to afore-mentioned those. For convenience of analysis, we omit these components in the diagram.
The three domains SIC are overall and necessarily employed in the FD communication system. As shown in Fig. 1 , the isolation of circulator for transmitting and receiving serves as the propagation-domain SIC. By subtracting the regenerated RF SI signal, the analog-circuit-domain SIC is achieved. And the regeneration of RF SI signal can be implemented by tapping the local RF signal or by tapping the digital baseband signal and converting to RF. The digital-domain SIC is carried out by subtracting the regenerated digital SI signal from the received signal after ADC. Generally, the digital SI signal is generated according to an estimated SI channel. Final goal of the three domains SIC is to jointly cancel the SI signal down to a tolerable level, so as to make the SINR of SoI be adequate for subsequent processing, such as demodulating, decoding, etc.
B. RECEIVED SIGNAL MODEL
Before SIC, we should exactly know the concrete form of SI signal. However, the components of communication system generally are non-ideal that makes the SI signal be different from what we intuitively considered. In the following, we will detail the SI signal form according to the characteristics of components.
Assume that the analog baseband transmitted signal is denoted by x(t). And, it is the digital-to-analog conversion of digital baseband transmitted signal x[k] (i.e., Tb, see Fig. 1 ), which is accurately known to the local receiver. In consideration of the practically existed I/Q mismatch, the output signal of I/Q mixer can be written as
where g 1 and g 2 represent the responses to the signal component and imaging component of x(t), respectively. And superscript * denotes the conjugate operator. The quality of I/Q mixer can be measured by image rejection ratio (IRR), which is defined as
After I/Q mixer, signal x IQ (t) is amplified by PA. The non-ideality of PA makes its output signal be a polynomial function of its input signal. The model of PA can be characterized by the Hammerstein nonlinearity [27] . Then, the output signal of PA can be expressed as
where a 1 is the gain of linear component, a p,p =1 is the gain of nonlinear component, and P is the nonlinear order. In addition, f (t) denotes the memory function of PA, and * represents the convolution operator. In fact, the settings P = 3 and f (t) = δ(t) are widely used and are sufficient. In that case, the output signal of PA can be simplified as
And then, the amplified signal enters circulator and couples with antenna for space propagation.
As operating on the same band simultaneously, local transmitted signal would couple back to local receiver chain and cause SI. Then, the totally received signal in the receiver can be expressed as
where x PA (t) * h 1 (t) is the SI term, s(t) denotes the SoI, and n(t) is the thermal noise. And, h 1 (t) and h 2 (t) represent the channels of SI and SoI, respectively. Before LNA, the analogcircuit-domain SIC is performed to suppress the SI signal, and x PA (t) is served as the original SI signal to regenerate the practical RF SI signal that contains the impact of channel, then the received signal can be expressed as
whereĥ(t) denotes the predicted analog SI signal channel, x PA (t) * ĥ(t) is served as the regenerated RF SI signal, and h 1 (t) represents the residual analog SI signal channel. Certainly, the RF SI signal can also be regenerated according to the digital baseband transmitted signal x [k] . For the sake of concision, we don't detail it here. Next,r(t) is amplified by the LNA, and the output signal can be written as
where g LNA is the gain of LNA, and n LNA (t) is the noise introduced by LNA. Similarly, I/Q mixer in receiver has I/Q mismatch, its output can be expressed as
where g 3 and g 4 denote the responses of the signal component and imaging component of r LNA (t), respectively.
Finally, r IQ (t) is digitized by ADC for subsequent processing. And, a VGA is necessary to adjust the signal power to match the voltage range of ADC. Thus, the digital received signal can be written as
where g VGA is the gain of VGA, n ADC [k] is the quantization noise caused by ADC, and T s is the symbol period. In general, the imaging component caused by I/Q mixer in receiver can be neglected due to adequate IRR when emphasizing on the SIC. Thus, the final digital received signal can be modeled as
where
From (10), we can know that the residual SI signal in digital-domain comes from the item g total
III. DIGITAL-DOMAIN SIC ALGORITHMS
In this section, we will focus on how to cancel the residual SI signal in digital-domain for FD communication systems. A new BSS-based digital-domain SIC method is developed herein. And, by contrast, two LS-based digital-domain SIC algorithms are introduced first.
A. LS-BASED DIGITAL-DOMAIN SIC ALGORITHMS
The key to digital-domain SIC is how to accurately model and regenerate the SI signal. More accurate regeneration means more cancellation. Traditional LS-based digital-domain SIC method directly utilizes the digital baseband transmitted signal, i.e., x[k], as reference/training samples to estimate the SI channel, as it is available to the receiver. Then, the estimated SI channel is employed to regenerate the SI signal, which will finally be subtracted from the received signal. We will elaborate in the following.
The digital received signal model expressed in (10) can be reformed as (subscript ADC is omitted) 
T , and
. And,
S has the same structure as X. According to the LS principle, channel vector h can be estimated aŝ
where superscript H denotes the conjugate transpose operator. In that way, the estimations of h SI and h SoI are both obtained, i.e.,ĥ SI andĥ SoI . Then, these channel estimations are used to regenerate the SI signal. In addition, the delayed components of SoI also are treated as interferences for the purpose of deconvolution. Thus, digital-domain SIC can be implemented aŝ
whereŝ[k] denotes the recovered SoI, x Tĥ SI represents the regenerated SI signal,
, and
T . In a compact form, (17) can be rewritten aŝ
where e[k] contains all the other residual interferences and noise, it impacts the quality of SoI and indicates the SIC capacity.
As described above, traditional LS-based SIC algorithm only concentrates on the cancellation of the linear component of SI signal. However, it is inadequate as the residual imaging and nonlinear components still have strong power and can badly deteriorate the quality of SoI. In [25] , a new LS-based joint cancellation algorithm that can handle the joint effects of I/Q mismatch and PA nonlinearity is proposed. The prominent characteristic is the reference signal (traditional reference signal is only the digital baseband transmitted signal x [k] ) that is used to estimate the CIR. The reference signal is formed as
where ψ(·) is the basis function, q = 1, 2, . . . , p and p = 1, 3, . . . , P. In that case, the digital received signal model can be reformed as
where h q,p−q SI
[l] is the channel impulse response correspond-
Taking the same operations as in (14), we have
, ψ is a horizontal concatenation of the matrices, ψ q,p , as shown at the bottom of this page, andh SI is a vertical concatenation of the vectors
T (23) with q = 1, 2, . . . , p and p = 1, 3, . . . , P. Thus, the estimation ofh is calculated aŝ
And the subsequent digital-domain SIC can be performed as in (17) . Because the reference signal components are more integrated, they can better model the SI signal. Then, this new LS-based SIC algorithm greatly outperforms the traditional LS-based SIC algorithm. For distinction, we name this new LS-based SIC algorithm as JLS.
B. BSS-BASED DIGITAL-DOMAIN SIC ALGORITHM
As SI signal and SoI come from different transmitters, they are mutually independent naturally. Also, they are nonGaussian. These provide a possibility for exploiting BSS method to perform the SIC. More important is that this method is unaffected by the components of SI signal, as the SI signal can be integrally treated as a source signal, which will lead to better SIC. In addition, no extra training samples are needed for this method, which means that SE can be improved, or in other words, extra SE loss can be avoided.
As BSS method is unaffected by the components of signal, for the convenience of derivations, we define the SI symbol as x SI [k], the SoI symbol as x SoI [k], the generalized CIR corresponding to SI signal as c SI [l] , and the generalized CIR corresponding to SoI as c SoI [l] . The received signal can be modeled as (the noise item is omitted)
T . SIC can be implemented by separation according to the independence between SI signal and SoI. However, the mixing model, as described in (25) , is an undetermined mixing that is hard to separate. Then, the oversampling method [33] is adopted to transform the undetermined mixing into a determined mixing as it can provide additional information about the mixing procedure. Oversampling the received signal by the times of 2(L + 1), we have
where m ∈ [0, 1, . . . , M − 1], and M = 2(L + 1). Reforming (26) into a matrix form, we havẽ
The elements of˜ x[k] can be treated as mutually independent sources, as the SI symbols and SoI symbols are independent identically distributed sequences respectively. Meanwhile, the CIRs (i.e., c SI [l] and c SoI [l]) usually are not identical that makes the extended mixing matrix C be nonsingular or full rank [33] . In that way, the undetermined mixing is transformed into a determined mixing that will facilitate the implementation of BSS. BSS procedure can estimate a separating matrix W ∈ C 2(L+1)×2(L+1) that makes the global matrix G ∈ C 2(L+1)×2(L+1) , defined as G = WC, be a generalized permutation matrix (i.e., there is only one non-zero element in each row and column). Then, the SIC can be implemented as
where z[k] ∈ C 2(L+1)×1 denotes the separated signal vector. As G is a generalized permutation matrix, the entries of z[k]
are effective estimations of the entries of˜ x[k]. There is up to an ambiguity of order and scaling (phase and amplitude) between the two signal vectors. In other words, the superposition of the SI signal and the SoI is separated, which is equivalent to the cancellation of SI signal. Surely, an extraction of the SoI from the separated signals is necessary. Due to it is not the focus of this paper, we no longer expatiate on it.
In this paper, the classical EASI [33] , [34] algorithm is utilized to perform the digital-domain SIC. However, some modifications, detailed in Appendix, are made to fit the complex characteristic of signals and to accelerate the convergence speed. The iterative procedure of separating matrix W is formed as (see Appendix for details)
IV. SE ANALYSIS Dose FD communication double SE? The practical situation is that the achievable SE gain of FD communication always less than 2, as SIC cannot be perfect. In this section, we will analyze the factors that impact the SE. The achievable SE of HD communication can be formulated as
denotes the power of SoI, P RDI represents the power of residual delay components due to imperfect deconvolution, P n is the power of noise, and SIN R HD = P SoI P RDI +P n is defined as the SINR in HD communication mode.
By contrast, the achievable SE of FD communication after LS-based SIC can be expressed as (unit is omitted)
where P RSI denotes the power of residual SI signal, and SIN R FD,LS = P SoI P RSI +P RDI +P n is defined as the SINR in FD communication mode. The pre-log factor 2 is benefited from that FD communication equivalently has two-way rate as transmitting and receiving on the same band simultaneously.
From (30) and (31), we can observe that the residual power of SI signal makes SE FD,LS always be less than 2SE HD . In general, more SIC means higher SE. However, sometimes it not always hold. When the regeneration of SI signal is greater than the practical SI signal in power, achievable SE will actually decrease, because SI is over-cancelled, which would lead to a loss of SoI power. In that case, the achievable SE can be reformed as
where P OCSI denotes the over-cancelled power of SI signal. And, the achievable SE when employing BSS-based SIC can be formulated as
whereP SoI = |g BSS | 2 E |x SoI [k]| 2 denotes the power of the recovered SoI, g BSS is the power gain when using BSS-based VOLUME 6, 2018 SIC algorithm, P RI represents the power of all residual interference,P n is the noise power and SIN R FD,BSS =P SoI P RI +P n is defined as the SINR with BSS-based SIC.
Generally, LS-based SIC methods need separate calibration or training time to estimate SI channel, which means no SoI is transmitted in this period and then leads to a loss of SE. Assume that ρ ∈ [0, 1) is the proportion of training time to transmitting time. Then, the final achievable SE can be expressed as (subscripts are omitted for simplicity)
It is a general formula for achievable SE. And ρ = 0 means no training time is needed, e.g., BSS-based SIC.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, the two LS-based and the BSS-based algorithms, discussed in section III, are used to perform the digital-domain SIC. In order to determine the performances of BSS-based approach in comparison to the two LS-based algorithms, four performance metrics are evaluated, including SIC capacity, SINR, SE, and SE gain.
In the simulations, the modulation schemes of local and far transmitters both are 4QAM and the non-idealities of I/Q mixer and PA are all considered. In addition, nonlinear rejection ratio (NRR) is defined to assess the effect of nonlinear distortion of PA, that is NRR = 20log 10 (
For LS-based algorithms, the training samples length is set to N = 10000, and the BSS-based approach uses the same length of signals for iterations. The depth factor w of BSS-based algorithm is set to 2. Assume that the time-spreading length L +1 is 3. And channel coefficients are randomly generated complex variables with absolute value belonging to (0, 1).
A. SIC CAPACITY
The SIC capacity, defined as the difference of the output signal-to-self-interference ratio (SIR) and input SIR, is first evaluated. As shown in Fig. 2 , the SIC capacities of JLS algorithm significantly outperform the other two algorithms under different self-interference-to-signal ratio (ISR), IRR, and NRR conditions. In addition, the SIC capacities of JLS and BSS algorithms gradually improve with ISR increasing and are nearly unaffected by IRR and NRR. By contrast, the SIC capacity of LS algorithm decreases around 10 dB, when the values of IRR and NRR drop to 20 dB both from 30 dB both. It demonstrates the weaker cancellation ability of LS algorithm for the nonlinear components of SI signal. Meanwhile its performances are insensitive to ISR. Moreover, the SIC capacities of BSS algorithm perform better than LS algorithm when IRR = 20 dB and NRR = 20 dB with all ISR conditions. However, for the conditions of IRR = 30 dB and IRR = 30 dB, it not hold until ISR greater than 20 dB. The SIC capacities with respect to SNR under different IRR and NRR conditions are shown in Fig. 3 . JLS algorithm also has the best performance in all conditions. And BSS algorithm always outperforms LS algorithm when IRR = 20 dB and NRR = 20 dB. In the conditions IRR = 30 dB and IRR = 30 dB, when SNR greater than 14 dB BSS algorithm is better than LS algorithm. 
B. SE
As SINR is the critical factor for SE, it is assessed before SE. As shown in Fig. 4 , the SINRs of JLS and BSS algorithms also are robust to IRR and NRR, but LS algorithm is not. However, the superiority of JLS algorithm is reduced, as over-SIC may occur that has a negative effect on SINR. In addition, the advantages of BSS to LS also decline. The reason is that BSS may gather additional noise during separation, which weakens the SINR.
SEs for the three SIC algorithms are shown in Fig. 5 . All the three algorithms improve SE contrasted to HD when IRR = 30 dB and IRR = 30 dB. However, when conditions come 43952 VOLUME 6, 2018 to IRR = 20 dB and NRR = 20 dB, the SE of LS even less than HD when ISR greater than 24 dB.
In Fig. 6 , accurate SE gains for the three SIC algorithm are illustrated. JLS algorithm can obtain nearly 1.9 times SE gain in all conditions. And, for BSS algorithm, its SE gains gradually decrease from about 1.75 to 1.55 times along with ISR increasing. In addition, for LS algorithm, SE gains are lost when ISR greater than 24 dB with IRR = 20 dB and NRR = 20 dB. In another IRR and NRR conditions, its SE gains drop fast from nearly 1.9 to 1.3 times when ISR increasing.
Considering that training time plays an important role in SE, we theoretically test the SE gains with different ρ. As no training time is needed for BSS algorithm, the value of ρ is 1. From Fig. 7 , we can know that the superiority of JLS to BSS is completely vanished when ρ ≥ 0.2. The reason is that the overhead of training time for LS-based SIC algorithms consequentially leads to SE loss. However, BSS-based SIC algorithm effectively avoids this overhead, thus the SE is improved essentially.
From the simulations, we can conclude that:
1) The performances of JLS and BSS algorithms are robust to IRR and NRR, i.e., they are unaffected by the imaging and nonlinear components of SI signal. However, LS algorithm do not have this characteristic; 2) More SIC do not always mean higher SINR or SE, as over-SIC may occur and noise level may increase during processing; 3) The overhead of training time would lead to SE loss, which makes BSS-based SIC algorithm can outperform the JLS algorithm in some cases.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigate the SI problem encountering in the FD communication systems. Two LS-based and a new BSS-based digital-domain SIC algorithms are introduced. The new BSS-based SIC algorithm can achieve the SIC by separation only according to the independence between the SI signal and SoI. In addition, this method needs no training samples and is unaffected by the components of SI signal. The critical factors for SE is also completely analyzed herein. Four performance metrics are evaluated for the three SIC algorithms in the simulations. Those simulation results confirm that the proposed SIC algorithm can obtain considerable VOLUME 6, 2018 performances, and in some cases it even has the best performance.
APPENDIX
The objective function of EASI is formulated as
where E {·} denotes the expectation operator, f z (z i ) represents the probability density function (PDF) of the separated signal z i , z i is the i th component of z, z ∈ C N s ×1 is the separated signal vector, N s is the number of sources, i.e., N s = 2(L +1), and det(·) is the determinant function. As baseband communication signal has complex characteristic, the iterative direction of W accordingly becomes the conjugate natural gradient direction of the objective function (W), that is
where 
